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Developers can ought to cut costs to scale back inventory.The residential property market in
Mumbai stagnated in 2011-2012, as patrons delay purchases on hopes of a drop in costs within the
close to future.According to Knight Frank analysis study of the residential marketplace for June, the
wait might pay off.

STALEMATE

The stagnant costs currently recommend a stalemate between patrons and sellers, however, market
indicators strongly hint at an imminent inflection purpose. Project approvals, that were delayed in
2011, have started following the amendment to the Development Management Laws early this year.
However they're going to still be subdued against the backdrop of the economic uncertainty.

The build-up in inventory with a thirty seven per cent increase in interest prices over the previous
year for the realty sector and a twenty eight per cent drop in web profits might drive developers to
bring down pricing to chop inventory. Hence, we tend to believe that a value correction is warranted
within the medium term.

The study of residential property in Mumbai with sales potential of over Rs 3 crore a house in
Mumbai Metropolitan Region shows sales have dropped by a few third to an estimated 45000
residential units throughout the year. Compared to the 2007 peak, the sales are down by over sixty
per cent.

Such a drop in absorption ought to have sparked a correction in costs. However a simultaneous
offer crunch as a result of delay in approvals by the authorities balanced the market.Over 55000
residential apartments were to be developed in 2011-2012, that is concerning forty per cent under
the 92000 residential property launched within the previous year.

Supply was conjointly constrained throughout the year as developers delayed project launches
within the hopes of selling off existing stocks to ease pressure on costs.Rising interest rates, soaring
input prices as well as land, labour and construction material have restricted developersâ€™ choice to
cut costs, in step with the study, as they were hard-pressed to keep up their current operating
margins of 30-35 per cent.

LAND COST

Land value is that the biggest factor limiting a discount in product costs and joint development and
redevelopment are modish.The core residential market in Mumbai is steadily shifting north of the
Mumbai Metropolitan Region as folks move aloof from the central business districts to purchase
home that matches their budget. Nearly three-fourths of the overall residential units below
construction is targeted within the northern fringes.Developers are tapping the biggest chunk of
patrons searching for flats valued up to rupees seventy five lakh and over half of the property in
Mumbai are under construction are during this price bracket.

Unsold residential property in Mumbai is estimated at concerning 80000 residential units,
concerning thirty seven per cent of the overall residential offer under construction. South and
Central Mumbai, that solely provide product at the premium end, have the very best openings. Navi
Mumbai, peripheral western parts and Thane micro-markets have seen comparatively higher range
of property launched within the previous 2 quarters inflicting vacancy levels to leap.
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Nearly half of the planned launches next year also will be on these markets, which is able to return
fraught on vacancy levels and costs prevailing there. Vacancy levels are as high as forty eight per
cent for residential property launched within the Rs 2 crore and on top of value bracket as compared
with thirty seven per cent overall in Mumbai.

As costs in premium micro-markets tend to be additional volatile as compared with peripheral
suburban micro-markets, costs in South and Central Mumbai locations like Mahalaxmi, Parel and
Lower Parel, have declined by concerning ten per cent over the previous 3 quarters whereas costs
in Navi Mumbai, Thane and therefore the peripheral suburbs of Central and Western Mumbai are
stable or marginally increased.

Developers in a very bid to liquidate their higher-priced inventory are additional open to negotiation
within the premium category, lessening costs up to a most of twenty five per cent for the sake of a
large upfront payment. The quantity of cancellations is on the increase within the previous couple of
quarters indicating the investorsâ€™ worry.
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